
The Ghost of Pedals Past
A Pedal Fiction by Billy Cardigan

With an heir of great accomplishment, Raymond Jefferies powered down his
sick Marshall Half Stack after an awesome and very cool time he had jamming out
with his guitar and array of different pedals. He was particularly ecstatic  because
he had just bought the Boss DD-7, a cool delay pedal. It was very good sounding
and had many differnet features such as modulation, analog delay and reverse. He
thought to himself “it was worth it to get that new DD-7 Delay and replace my old
Boss DD-3 DelaBoss DD-3 Delay.” 
Just the day before, Raymond had gone to Guitar Center where they gave him store
credit for his DD-3 pedal and he used the balance they gave to him plus some of his
own hard-earned cash and the remainer of his Guitar Center gift certificate to
 purchase it and it was an awesome decision, or so he thoguht. He had gone home
and plugged the DD-7 right in the place where the DD-3 had been. Exuberant with
the results, Raymond set off for the kitchen to drink a IPA beer and then went into 
his bed for sleeping. He rested his head on the pillow and turned ohis bed for sleeping. He rested his head on the pillow and turned off the lamp,
which was located next to a CD copy of one of his favorite albums of all time,
“Dark Side of the Moon” which was an album by the band Pink Floyd.
As he drifted off into sleep, he was confronted with troubling images that scarred
his fragile psyche. Decapitations, blood vomitting and other scary images were 
there. He saw the image of himself being eviscerated and saw all of his organs and 
intestines coming out of his stomach.
And out of all that violence there was also his old Boss DD-3 Digital DelayAnd out of all that violence there was also his old Boss DD-3 Digital Delay
pedal. 
“AHHH” Raymond screamed. His scream awoke him out of his troubled slumber.
He looked at his bedside clock which was also next to the Pink Floyd CD. “9:05 
PM” the clock said. Without hesitation, Raymond catapaulted out of Bed. Guitar
Center closes in 55 minutes and it’s a 20 minute drive away, he thought to himself.
He ran to his car and drove the Local Guitar Center where his DD-3 was stil for sale
among many other sick used pedals. He immediately paid full price for the pedal.among many other sick used pedals. He immediately paid full price for the pedal.
He regretted that he thought he could part with it because he didn’t realize how bad
it would feel to not have it. But the good news was that now he had 2 sick delay 
pedals, both Boss brand. 


